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ANNOUNCEMENT
Increased pay-per-view usage rates for WestlawNext® Canada
Domestic and International Content on WestlawNext® Canada: Pay-Per-View rates and suggested chargeback values* for content on WestlawNext
Canada have increased as of January 1, 2017 to reflect increases in editorial costs and enhancements in 2016. For Domestic content, Pay-Per-View rates
and suggested chargeback values have increased by approximately 3.5-10%. For International content, these values have increased by approximately
20%. The new figures are posted here.
*Suggested chargeback values are applied to usage within your subscription plan and are suggested amounts that you may choose to discount should you
wish to charge your research back to clients. These values are assigned to content types which are included in your subscription and are never billed or
invoiced.

WHAT'S NEW
Manitoba Law Journal
As part of our commitment to continuously enhancing our content for a richer customer experience, the Manitoba Law Journal, a publication of the Faculty
of Law, University of Manitoba providing commentary on Manitoba developments in areas that include case law, legislation, the administration of justice,
and legal practice, is now available on WestlawNext Canada. To access this content, select the Articles and Newsletters category on the WestlawNext
Canada homepage, and then click on the Manitoba Law Journal link under the Law Reviews & Journals heading.

Alert access using seamless authentication
Organizations set up with seamless access to WestlawNext Canada can now create alerts visible to all users. These alerts are set up as seamless
authentication alerts within Alert Management Centre, set up by firm administrators.
This anticipated release will allow alert and newsletter recipients access to full text documents bypassing OnePass authentication to WestlawNext Canada.
Administrators will be able to set a sponsor ID which will allow recipients with seamless authentication to achieve this access.

For more detailed information on how to use Alert Management Centre, visit our Customer Learning Centre for Quick Reference Guides and a Video
Tutorial.
For Frequently Asked Questions, click here.

CED Update
The Canadian Encyclopedic Digest (C.E.D.) is a comprehensive statement of Ontario and Western law, with more than 225 subject titles on every aspect
of Canadian law and practice. Titles are regularly reviewed and supplemented with case law and legislative updates, with key titles updated annually and
all titles updated every three years.
Two C.E.D. titles were recently reissued after thorough revision and updating – Animals, and Victims of Crime – Compensation. The Animals title was
reorganized to better reflect the current state of the law surrounding bailment and sale of animals, as well as to include coverage of legislation specific to
polar bears. The Victims of Crime – Compensation title, in addition to updated case law, has been revised to include coverage of additional legislation
pertinent to the area of government compensation, including the recently enacted Canadian Victims Bill of Rights and Ontario’s Sexual Violence and
Harassment Action Plan Act.

COMING SOON
Defined Terms (Cases and Legislation)
The Defined Terms (Cases and Legislation) finding tool will allow users to search for terms as defined in judicial interpretations and Canadian legislation
simultaneously. Simply enter a term in the new Defined Terms template (available from the WestlawNext Canada homepage) and search results will
include cases and decisions, statutes, regulations, rules and Words & Phrases entries containing the term.

